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CALL FOR PAPERS

The Group for Research in Economics and Finance (GREF) at Esade Business School organizes the second edition 
of the “Esade Spring Workshop”, which will take place in Barcelona on June 9, 2023.  The workshop will offer two 
main tracks:

→ “Asset Pricing” (AP) with a special focus on the interaction of stock and option market information, market 
anomalies and the equity risk premium. 

→ Information, Accounting and Reporting” (IAR) with a special focus on firm valuation (i.e., pricing of [new 
sources of] information) and the effects of recent regulatory mandates.

The workshop is open to high-quality theoretical and empirical research within these two broad fields and will provide 
an opportunity for presentations and discussions in an informal and highly interactive environment.

Keynote speakers:

→ AP: Turan Bali (Georgetown University) and Amit Goyal (University of Lausanne and Swiss Finance Institute).
→ IAR: Stephen Penman (Columbia University-Bocconi) and Yongtae Kim (Santa Clara University)

Submissions: 

Manuscript submissions are free of charge. Please 
use the following link for submitting a manuscript. The 
submission deadline is February 20, 2023. Authors of 
accepted papers will be notified by March 30, 2023.

Registration:

There is a registration fee of 150 Euros to attend the 
workshop. Participants are expected to cover their 
own travel and accommodation expenses. Registration 
closes by April 30, 2023. Participation is limited, so 
early registration is encouraged. Further details about 
registration will be provided on the workshop’s webpage. 

Venue:

The workshop will take place at the Esade Barcelona 
Pedralbes Campus.

Organizing and scientific committee:

AP: Luca Del Viva, Carlo Sala and André Souza
IAR: Josep Bisbe, Martí Guasch and Giulia Redigolo
Anna Bayona

Updates and contact:

Any updates will be posted on the workshop’s webpage. 
For any further requests, please contact esw@esade.edu

  This workshop is supported by

https://editorialexpress.com/cgi-bin/conference/conference.cgi?action=login&db_name=2023esw

